THE CONCEPT OF POSITIONAL ORTHOLOGY
===================================

The strengths and weaknesses of the orthology concept
-----------------------------------------------------

In a seminal article published more than four decades ago, Fitch introduced the terms orthology and paralogy in order to distinguish between different classes of homologous genes \[[@B1]\]. These terms have seen heavy use in the last two decades, primarily due to the abundance of data produced by whole-genome sequencing projects \[[@B2]\]. The relation of orthology, which describes genes that have diverged from a common ancestor due to a speciation event, has been particularly important. Orthologs are the best choices for estimating a species phylogeny because their evolutionary history reflects the species history \[[@B3]\]. In addition, a pair of genes in two genomes are more likely to share a common function if they are orthologs, even though orthology is purely an evolutionary relationship that is independent of function \[[@B2], [@B3]\]. Thus, the establishment of orthology is critical in the transfer of functional annotations between genomes.

Despite the success of the term orthology, it is apparent from the literature that there has been some friction with its definition. This definitional tension arises because people often use the term 'orthologs' to express the notion of 'equivalent genes' between two or more genomes, i.e. genes that are the most comparable in terms of their evolutionary histories, irrespective of function. Unfortunately, the relation of orthology is not precise enough for this notion, as not all orthologous relationships appear to be 'equivalent'. The evolutionary scenario in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this issue. In this scenario, a segmental duplication event occurs in species B creating two copies of gene YB (YB1 and YB2), both of which are orthologous to the single copy of gene Y (YA) in species A. Orthology does not distinguish between the two copies of Y in species B, even though they differ in their genomic context. We would like to express that YA and YB1 are more comparable than YA and YB2, but the terms orthology and paralogy do not allow us to do so. The underlying issue here is that as far as the concepts of homology, orthology and paralogy are concerned, a genome is simply a 'bag of genes', i.e. the relative positions of genes within a genome are irrelevant for these concepts. Figure 1:An example of the limitations of the orthology concept. A segmental duplication creates two copies of gene Y in species B. Gene YA is orthologous to both YB1 and YB2. However, we would like to distinguish the (YA, YB1) relationship from the (YA, YB2) relationship because YA and YB1 are most representative of the ancestral copy of Y.

To address this issue, many groups have invented terminology to describe a special subset of orthologous relationships. The new terms include 'true exemplar' \[[@B4]\], 'true ortholog' \[[@B5]\], 'main ortholog' \[[@B6], [@B7]\] and 'positional ortholog' \[[@B8]\]. The term 'positional ortholog' (or 'positional homolog') is currently the most popular, having been used to describe relationships between genes in prokaryotes \[[@B8; @B9; @B10; @B11; @B12]\], yeast \[[@B13]\] and vertebrates \[[@B14]\]. In general, all of these terms are used to describe orthologous genes whose genomic positions best reflect the genomic position of their most recent common ancestor. For example, Swidan *et al.* \[[@B10]\] define two genes to be positional orthologs 'if they are orthologs and have preserved their relative positioning or genomic contexts in the genomes'.

Unfortunately, despite the best intentions of the inventors of these refinements of orthology, the new terms suffer from the fact that they are operationally defined. That is, the terms are defined with respect to some analysis of the relative positions of genes in extant genomes. The definitions depend critically on the exact computations and thresholds used to determine whether a pair of genes are positional orthologs. For example, to assess the positional conservation of a pair of related genes, \[[@B9]\] examined the two genes immediately adjacent to the each of the members of the pair, while \[[@B15]\] used a neighborhood of six genes.

In this review, we argue that we would be better served by a theoretical definition that describes the evolutionary history of genes. The distinction between these two types of definitions is the same as that between the concepts of protein sequence similarity and protein homology \[[@B3]\]. While high sequence similarity is a good predictor of homology, we do not define protein homology in terms of similarity. Instead, we say that two proteins are homologous if they are derived from a common ancestor. Similarly, the evolutionary history of a gene family, rather than the current genomic positions of its members should be used to define positional orthology.

An evolutionary definition for positional orthology
---------------------------------------------------

To unify the various genomic-context-dependent orthology concepts described by others, we offer a theoretical definition of the term positional orthology or toporthology (the prefix 'top' for the Greek 'place'). We briefly introduced this concept for understanding the goals of whole-genome alignment \[[@B16]\], and will now provide a more complete description.

To precisely define positional orthology, we must first introduce a series of definitions for genomic duplication events. In general, a duplication event involves the copying of a genomic segment, which may contain any number (including zero) of genes. We begin by classifying genomic duplication events as either 'symmetric' or 'asymmetric' (or using our previous terminology \[[@B16]\], 'undirected' or 'directed', respectively). A duplication event is 'symmetric' if deleting either copy of the duplicated sequence results in a genome that is identical to the original (pre-duplication) genome. Examples of symmetric duplications are tandem duplications and whole-chromosomal or whole-genome duplications. The general characteristic of such duplications is that one cannot distinguish between the two copies of the duplicated genetic material.

The alternative to a 'symmetric' duplication is an 'asymmetric' duplication, after the occurrence of which only one of the two copies of the duplicated material may be removed to undo the duplication. The copy that can be removed to return the genome to its original state is called the 'target' and the other copy is called the 'source' (equivalent terms used previously are 'daughter' and 'parent', respectively \[[@B17]\]). Examples of events resulting in asymmetric duplications are segmental duplications and retrotranspositions. Generally speaking, the source element remains in the ancestral position while the target element is placed elsewhere in the genome. In the scenario shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, an asymmetric duplication event has occurred in genome B, with gene YB1 as the source and gene YB2 as the target.

With these distinctions made between duplication events, we say that two genes are positionally homologous (topohomologous), if they are homologous and neither gene is derived from the target of an asymmetric duplication since the time of their common ancestor. Two genes are positionally orthologous (toporthologous) if they are both topohomologous and orthologous. Similarly, two genes are positionally paralogous (topoparalogous), if they are topohomologous and paralogous. We use the term atopohomologous for genes that are homologous but not topohomologous. Two genes are atoporthologous if they are both atopohomologous and orthologous. And two genes are atopoparalogous if they are both atopohomologous and paralogous.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an evolutionary scenario that gives rise to genes with these relationships. With a gene tree drawn in the form of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, one can determine if two genes are topohomologous by tracing up the tree to their common ancestor and noting if the traced path crosses the head of an arrow (which indicates the target of an asymmetric duplication). If the head of an arrow is encountered, then the genes are atopohomologous. Otherwise, they are topohomologous. Note that both whole chromosome and tandem duplications give rise to topohomology, as they are both symmetric duplication processes. Also, although the genomic units (e.g. YA1 and YA2) are described as single genes, they could also represent multi-gene or non-genic genomic segments. Toporthology and the other context-based relationships we have defined may also be applied to arbitrary genomic segments (including single nucleotides). Figure 2:A hypothetical evolutionary scenario in which we distinguish between classes of orthologs. (**A**) A speciation event occurs, creating species A and B. The genome of species A undergoes an undirected duplication (a tandem duplication of gene YA) followed by an inversion. Meanwhile, a directed duplication (a segmental duplication of gene YB) followed by a whole genome duplication event occurs within species B. (**B**) The evolutionary tree for the descendants of gene Y. The top V-shaped split represents a speciation event, while the rectangular splits represent duplications. For the one directed duplication in the tree, the arrow points towards the target copy of the duplication event. (**C**) The evolutionary terms used to describe the relationship between each pair of extant genes. Note that the inversion event in species A does not impact the evolutionary relationships.

Unlike the previous operational definitions for positional orthology which rely on measurements between extant genome sequences, these theoretical definitions only depend on the nature (symmetric or asymmetric) of historical duplication events. It follows from our definitions that in the absence of genomic rearrangement events, positional orthologs retain the genomic position of their most recent common ancestor. Thus, orthologs that have similar genomic contexts are more likely to be toporthologs. However, rearrangement events (e.g. inversions and transpositions) and large segmental duplications can complicate matters, and it is possible for two orthologous genes with similar contexts not to be toporthologs. In addition, like orthology, toporthology is not a one-to-one relation. For example, in the scenario depicted in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, YA1 is toporthologous to both YB11 and YB12. The motivation for concept of toporthology is not to have one-to-one relationships, but rather to distinguish those orthologs that are most comparable in terms of their evolutionary history. However, there will generally be more one-to-one toporthologs than one-to-one orthologs between a pair of genomes.

One ambiguity in the definitions we have presented above is the classification of xenologous relationships, which arise due to horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events. Are xenologous genes topohomologous or atopohomologous? One interpretation would be to say that xenologous genes can be either, depending on the duplication history of their ancestors. That is, we might choose to define xenology and topohomology independently. On the other hand, we could consider HGT to be duplication event, albeit a complicated one, where the system under consideration consists of the genomes of two species. Viewed in this light, HGT is an asymmetric duplication because only the removal of the transferred sequence in the receiving species (the target copy) returns the system to its original state. Thus, with this second interpretation, all xenologs are atopohomologs. Although both interpretations are valid, we prefer the second, as it unifies the relationships through the concepts of symmetric and asymmetric duplications. In fact, the asymmetric nature of HGT has already been used to distinguish between toporthologs and xenologs \[[@B8]\].

Concepts related to positional orthology
----------------------------------------

The concepts of topohomology, toporthology and topoparalogy are related to some previously described evolutionary terms. The terms of positional homology, positional orthology and positional paralogy have been used in the context of morphological characters, with similar meanings \[[@B18]\]. Ohnologs, defined as paralogs that originated from a whole genome duplication event, are a subset of topoparalogs \[[@B19]\].

Positional orthology is also closely related to what many have referred to as 'synteny'. The term 'synteny block' is often used to refer to orthologous genome segments with conserved gene order. Thus, syntenic blocks are likely to contain pairs of toporthologs. Unfortunately, the term 'synteny' is often used incorrectly or ambiguously \[[@B20]\]. By itself, the word 'synteny' neither implies homology nor conserved order of related elements. Therefore, we advocate discontinuing the use of such widespread phrases as 'synteny map' and 'synteny block' in favor of more precise evolutionary terms. Although of similar etymology to 'synteny', we prefer the use of the word 'colinear,' as famously used by \[[@B21]\], in combination with evolutionary terms to describe relationships between genomic characters.

THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF GENOMIC CONTEXT
==============================================

The concept of positional orthology is important because of the functional consequences of genomic context. Genes that are near each other are more likely to interact \[[@B22]\] and gene expression is significantly affected by genomic position (the 'position effect') \[[@B23]\]. In fact, it is hypothesized that in eukaryotes, gene order is non-random because genomic organization is important for coordinated expression \[[@B24]\].

Histone modifications, which play a role in the gene regulatory systems that allow for coordinated expression, have been found to be significantly different between segmental duplications and their source copies \[[@B25]\]. After determining the source and target of 1646 human segmental duplications using macaque as an outgroup, \[[@B25]\] found that the source copies had higher levels of histone modifications, H3K27me1 and H3K9me1 in particular, than their respective target copies. This asymmetry suggested that there are different evolutionary constraints on the source and targets of such duplications, with the source copy more constrained to retain its original function.

Supporting this hypothesis, a study of *Caenorhabditis elegans* inparalogs (with respect to *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) provided evidence that after duplication, there is a tendency for only one gene of each inparalog pair to retain co-regulation with other genes \[[@B26]\]. In this study, the coexpression patterns of 130 *Caenorhabditis elegans* inparalog pairs with a single *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* ortholog were analyzed. It was found that the number of pairs for which exactly one member had a conserved coexpression pattern was significantly higher than would be expected if both members were under independent evolutionary constraints. Although genomic context was not analyzed for these inparalogs, we might hypothesize that the genes with conserved co-regulation were more likely to be toporthologs.

The genomic context of a gene is also associated with the gene's rate and mode of evolution. In general, the sequences of orthologs with conserved genomic positions have been found to be under greater evolutionary constraint \[[@B8], [@B9], [@B11], [@B15], [@B27; @B28; @B29]\] than those in non-ancestral positions. Duplicated genes in non-ancestral positions due to retrotransposition or DNA-mediated transposition not only evolve more rapidly, but also are more likely to undergo positive selection \[[@B30]\]. The accelerated rate of sequence evolution in relocated duplicated regions occurs in both coding and non-coding sequence \[[@B31]\]. Although duplicate genes resulting from asymmetric duplication events generally evolve faster than their source (parent) genes, the opposite phenomenon has also been observed. A study of prokaryotic genomes found that source genes had lower sequence similarity with their orthologs in 29--38% of cases, indicating that using sequence similarity alone does not reliably predict positional orthologs and that genomic context must be taken into account \[[@B15]\].

Although toporthologs may be more likely to retain the function of their ancestors than atoporthologs, there are certainly exceptions. First, it is not necessarily the case that after an asymmetric gene duplication, one copy retains the ancestral function while the other diverges. One possible outcome is that both copies undergo sub-functionalization, in which each copy retains a complementary subset of the functions of the ancestral gene (see e.g. \[[@B32]\]). Second, even if one copy of an asymmetric duplication acquires a new function (neo-functionalization) or degenerates (non-functionalization), it is not necessarily the case that this copy will have been the target of the duplication. For example, in a study of epistatic interactions in *A. thaliana*, \[[@B33]\] discovered a recent asymmetric gene duplication for which the target retained functionality in one strain while the source was the functional copy in another strain. For large-scale asymmetric duplications that retain much of the *cis*-regulatory elements around the duplicated genes, we might expect this type of outcome to be more frequent, as there is less of a distinction between the source and target copies in these scenarios. Thus, toporthology inferences should not be used alone for the purpose of gene function prediction. Rather, toporthology should be used in combination with other data, such as regulatory module predictions and structural similarity, for assigning functions to genes.

THE USE OF GENOMIC CONTEXT FOR ASSESSING ORTHOLOGY
==================================================

The problem of predicting orthology between whole genomes has been addressed by numerous groups \[[@B34]\]. None of the methods that have been developed explicitly predict positional orthology as it is defined in this article. However, there are a variety of methods that go beyond the 'bag of genes' model of genomes and use genomic context to predict or refine orthologous relationships. Based on the fact that gene neighborhood conservation has been used to benchmark orthology predictions \[[@B35; @B36; @B37]\] and visualized to aid in the manual inspection of orthology predictions \[[@B38; @B39; @B40]\], it is evident that genomic context provides valuable information for this problem.

Orthology prediction methods that take genomic context into account can be classified into three categories. The methods of the first category use conserved gene order or conserved gene neighborhoods in addition to gene similarity scores to predict gene-level orthology. A second class includes methods that also predict gene-level orthology, but do so using explicit models of gene order evolution and a parsimony objective. The third class of methods includes 'synteny block' generators and whole-genome aligners, which instead aim to predict orthology at the nucleotide level and rely on the large regions of colinearity found between closely related genomes. Related to these methods are others that aim to classify recent duplication events based on genomic context. Such methods do not predict orthology but can be used to distinguish toporthologs from atoporthologs. We review these various classes of methods in the following sections. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} provides an example of how each class of methods uses genomic context. Figure 3:The three classes of orthology prediction methods that take genomic context into account. (**A**) Methods that consider the conservation of local gene order or gene neighborhood into account would predict Y and Y1 to be toporthologs because they have two neighbors in common, whereas Y and Y2 only have one common neighbor (where we only consider immediately adjacent neighbors). (**B**) Methods based on gene order evolution models infer toporthology by finding an assignment between the gene sets that minimizes the number of evolutionary events required to explain the genomes. Assignment of Y and Y2 as toporthologs (scenario 2) requires four events (three inversions and one duplication), whereas assignment of Y and Y1 as toporthologs (scenario 1) only requires two events (one inversion and one duplication). Thus, Y and Y1 would be predicted as toporthologs by these methods. (**C**) Whole-genome alignment methods disregard gene boundaries and find colinear orthologous segments between genomes (the shaded blocks). From this alignment, we would infer that Y and Y1 are toporthologs because they fall within in the same block.

Orthology prediction with conserved gene order or neighborhood
--------------------------------------------------------------

Because toporthologs tend to retain the genomic positions of their ancestors, the genomic contexts of a pair of similar genes can provide valuable information for assessing the likelihood that the genes are orthologous or toporthologous. However, genomic context is usually only informative for orthology prediction between closely related species, as gene order often evolves faster than amino acid sequences \[[@B41]\]. This is particularly true for prokaryotic genomes, in which gene order changes rapidly, even disrupting operons \[[@B42]\]. Even if gene neighborhoods are rarely conserved between a pair of genomes, when they can be found, they are significant evidence for orthology.

The relationship between conserved gene context and positional orthology has been used to help predict positional orthologs in a variety of *ad hoc* ways for genomic studies. One of the simplest approaches has been to first compute best reciprocal hit (BRH) pairs between two gene sets and then predict as orthologous the BRH pairs and any pair of similar genes adjacent (in both genomes) to a BRH pair \[[@B43]\]. Similarly, in \[[@B9]\], 'positional homologs' were operationally defined as pairs of genes that were both inferred to be homologous and were adjacent to at least one other homologous pair. Other studies have examined a larger neighborhood of genes surrounding a gene pair to evaluate genomic context conservation. In both \[[@B15]\] and \[[@B44]\], the number of orthologous pairs within six neighboring genes (three upstream and downstream) of a given gene pair was used to determine if its genomic context was conserved. Others have used external 'synteny information' to infer positional orthologs \[[@B45], [@B14]\]. In a testament to the information gained from genomic context, \[[@B44]\] found that mammalian orthologs predicted from gene neighborhood conservation alone were 93% concordant with those predicted by INPARANOID \[[@B6]\], a method that relies exclusively on protein sequence similarity.

A first class of general methods that incorporate genomic context information into orthology prediction formulate the problem as finding an optimal matching between the gene sets of a pair of genomes, with an objective function that takes into account gene neighborhood conservation. One of the earliest context-aware methods falls into this class, as it finds a maximum matching in a weighted bipartite graph \[[@B46]\]. The vertices of the graph correspond to the genes of two genomes and the edges represent significant gene sequence similarities. The weight of an edge is initially set to the sequence similarity of its connected genes and then boosted based on the amount of gene neighborhood conservation surrounding the gene pair. Orthologs are predicted by finding a maximum matching in the graph, which can be solved efficiently with the Hungarian method \[[@B47]\]. A recent method, EGM \[[@B48]\], uses a remarkably similar approach, with some differences in how the edge weights are determined from gene neighborhood conservation. The method of \[[@B49]\] also seeks to find a matching, but instead uses the notion of a 'common interval', a pair of genomic intervals with the same gene family content, to formulate its objective. These methods produce a one-to-one orthology mapping between a pair of genomes, which likely makes them specific to toporthologs, at the expense of missing one-to-many or many-to-many toporthologs.

Another method that uses idea of combining gene similarity scores with gene neighborhood conservation is SYNERGY \[[@B50]\]. However, unlike the matching-based methods, SYNERGY does not seek a one-to-one map between a pair of genomes. Instead, it combines the hit-clustering and tree-building strategies for orthology prediction to predict orthologs and paralogs across multiple genomes. Genomic context is taken into account by using gene pair distances that are a combination of a protein-level evolutionary distance estimate and a gene neighborhood similarity score. These distances are used both for clustering orthologs and building phylogenetic trees. For their yeast data set, the authors of SYNERGY found that taking genomic context into account played a minor role in predicting orthologs, but significantly improved the estimated gene trees.

A second class of general methods use gene order conservation to disambiguate the orthology relationships for genes that do not have a clear 'best hit' in another genome, in terms of sequence similarity \[[@B51; @B52; @B53; @B54; @B55]\]. These methods first identify blocks of conserved gene order from gene pairs that are predicted to be one-to-one orthologs with high confidence. Genes for which an orthology assignment is ambiguous based on sequence similarity and that fall within a conserved gene order block have their candidate orthologs filtered according to the block. This filtering often results in the discovery of more unambiguous orthologous gene pairs. While this general technique most often results in one-to-one orthology assignments, a number of methods also handle many-to-many orthology relations, particularly those resulting from tandem duplication \[[@B52], [@B53]\]. A related method, OrthoParaMap \[[@B56]\], uses conserved gene order to distinguish between orthologs and paralogs, but only does so for gene families that are provided to it as input. The HomoloGene database \[[@B57]\] is also said to use conserved gene order as part of its build procedure, although the exact details of this procedure have not been described.

Orthology prediction with gene order evolution models
-----------------------------------------------------

An independent line of methods has emerged that aims to predict orthology by reconstructing parsimonious gene order evolution scenarios with explicit models of genome evolution. This area of research began with Sankoff's introduction of the 'true exemplar problem' \[[@B4]\]. In this problem, we are given an ordered set of genes from two genomes, with each gene labeled by the gene family to which it belongs. Many families may consist of just one gene from each genome, representing high confidence ortholog pairs, while others may contain multiple genes from a single genome. The goal is to select a pair of genes, one per genome, from each gene family such that if you remove all unselected genes, the distance between the resulting gene orders is minimized. The selected genes are called the 'true exemplars' and are suggested to be the best estimates of (positional) orthology between the genomes. In the original article, the distance between two gene orders was defined as either the reversal distance (the minimum number of inversion events required to transform one gene order into the other) or the breakpoint distance (the number of breaks in gene order colinearity).

Although this problem was proven to be NP-hard \[[@B58]\], several algorithms have been developed for its solution. Sankoff originally provided a branch-and-bound algorithm. Later, a divide-and-conquer algorithm was developed that was shown to be more efficient than the original branch-and-bound approach \[[@B59]\]. As the primary focus of these algorithms was to calculate evolutionary distance and not ortholog assignments, the SOAR method \[[@B60]\] was developed as a complete approach for predicting orthology between a pair of genomes with the reversal distance minimization objective. SOAR decomposes the problem into a pair of new optimization problems, minimum common partition and minimum cycle decomposition, for which efficient approximate and heuristic algorithms are used.

These initial methods have been extended to model evolutionary events other than inversions. One of the first extensions was to simultaneously model both reversal and duplication events \[[@B61]\]. Later, a theoretical framework for orthology assignment by minimizing the number of inversion, deletion, insertion and duplication events was presented \[[@B62]\]. Following SOAR, MSOAR \[[@B7]\] was developed to additionally model duplications, translocations and chromosomal fusions and fissions. MSOAR 2.0 \[[@B63]\] improved on MSOAR by handling tandem duplication events, and MultiMSOAR \[[@B64]\] and MultiMSOAR 2.0 \[[@B65]\] extended these methods to multiple genomes. Algorithms and challenges of the parsimony approach to orthology prediction were recently reviewed \[[@B66]\].

The advantages of these approaches are that they explicitly model genome evolution and do not rely on the existence of conserved gene order or neighborhoods. Thus, they may be more effective in utilizing genomic context information, even when genomes have significantly diverged. Although they are perhaps more appealing in principle, these approaches are significantly more complex than those that simply use conserved gene order or neighborhoods.

Whole-genome alignment
----------------------

Whole-genome alignment, the task of predicting nucleotide-level orthology relations \[[@B16], [@B67]\], relies heavily on genomic context information. This task is generally restricted to genomes that have significant nucleotide-level similarity and some amount of colinearity. While methods for aligning whole genomes are generally focused on nucleotide-level assignments, the output of such methods can easily be used to establish gene-level orthology predictions as well. Whole genome aligners vary in whether they estimate one-to-one, many-to-many or one-to-many (in the case of reference-based alignment) orthologs, most restrict themselves to predicting one-to-one toporthologs \[[@B16]\]. Methods for this task can generally be categorized into three groups: hierarchical, local or hybrid methods \[[@B16]\].

The hierarchical approach is to first construct a high-level colinear orthology map between a set of genomes and then compute a nucleotide-level global alignment (which requires colinearity) on each colinear orthologous block specified by the map. Examples of this approach are the combinations of Mercator and MAVID \[[@B68]\], Enredo and PECAN \[[@B69]\], Shuffle-LAGAN and LAGAN \[[@B70]\], and Nucmer and SeqAn::TCoffee (Mugsy) \[[@B71]\]. The problem of determining a colinear orthology map between a set of genomes is often referred to as the 'synteny block' finding problem. Numerous methods have been developed for this task alone \[[@B72; @B73; @B74; @B75; @B76; @B77]\].

In the local approach to whole genome alignment, a high-sensitivity genomic local alignment method is used to find local regions of similarity between pairs of genomes. Longer colinear segments are found by 'chaining' the resulting local alignments and possibly performing global alignment in between neighboring local alignments within a chain. These chains can represent both orthologous and paralogous sequences, but are typically filtered with alignment score thresholds or 'best hit' criteria to retain primarily orthologous sequences. Alignments of multiple genomes can be obtained by a progressive merging of overlapping pairwise alignments. Examples of this approach are the programs BLASTZ \[[@B78]\], MUMmer \[[@B79]\], MULTIZ/TBA \[[@B80]\] and CHAINNET \[[@B81]\].

A couple of hybrid methods have also been developed that blend aspects of the local and hierarchical approaches. In general, these methods perform several rounds of finding local alignments, identifying a set of one-to-one colinear segments and filtering of segments that are small or likely to be paralogs. The primary examples of this approach are progressiveMauve \[[@B82]\] and MAGIC \[[@B10]\].

Classification of duplications with genomic context
---------------------------------------------------

Related to orthology prediction is the problem of classifying recent genomic duplications. Recent duplications result in inparalogs and orthologous relationships that are not one-to-one. By determining the type and directionality of these duplications, we may be able to distinguish which copies are positional orthologs. A number of methods have been developed for classifying duplication events \[[@B83]\]. These methods use evolutionary divergence (temporal) information, genomic context (spatial) information or both to analyze duplicated genomic regions \[[@B83]\]. Here we describe some more recent methods that have used genomic context information for this problem. In a study of human segmental duplications, the 'ancestral copy' (positional ortholog) for a segment with multiple copies was determined using BRH nucleotide-level alignments \[[@B84]\]. To assess the evolutionary rates of retrotranspositions, DNA-mediated interspersed repeats and tandem duplications, another group used local gene neighborhood conservation (looking at 10 genes surrounding the duplicate) and intron conservation to distinguish between duplicated copies \[[@B28]\]. Recently, a general method, PRIUS, for classifying duplicated gene copies as either 'parents' (toporthologs) or 'daughters' has been published \[[@B17]\]. PRIUS uses a probabilistic model of the length of conserved gene neighborhoods to distinguish between parent and daughter copies.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
========================================

The concept of a distinguished subclass of orthologs that retain their ancestral positions has been used in evolutionary studies for over a decade. In this review, we have formalized this concept with an evolutionary definition of positional orthology or toporthology. An important distinction between the definition presented here and the operational definitions used previously, is that the former is concerned with past events, while the latter are generally concerned with present positions. As such, toporthology is defined in the same spirit as orthology, paralogy and homology, and is a relation that cannot be inferred with absolute certainty from present-day data. Despite the uncertainty that we must accept, the inference of toporthologs is an important task, as genes that remain in their ancestral positions are more likely to retain the functions of their ancestors.

A number of methods are already predicting what are likely to be toporthologs by using genomic context information. Many of these work at the gene level and either use local gene neighborhood conservation or explicit models of gene order evolution. Methods for whole-genome alignment, which predict orthology at the nucleotide level, are often restricted to predicting toporthologous sequence. Critical to the inference of toporthology is the classification of duplication events as either asymmetric or symmetric, for which there has also been some methodological work.

A future challenge for this field is to develop methods that predict all homologous relationships between a set of genomes and that distinguish both between orthologs, paralogs and xenologs as well as between toporthologs and atoporthologs (or topoparalogs and atopoparalogs). Accompanying this challenge is the open question of how distantly related two species can be before we can no longer reliably distinguish between topohomologs and atopohomologs. Although the limits to the detection of homology from sequence have been well-studied (e.g. \[[@B85], [@B86]\]), the limits to the detection of topohomology using both sequence and context data are not well understood. While it is likely that homology is more easily detected than topohomology, accurate inference of the context-based relations we have defined will allow us to better understand the evolution of genomes and the functions of the genes encoded within them.

Key PointsPositional orthology or toporthology is an important subrelation of orthology.Toporthologs generally evolve more slowly than atoporthologs and are more likely to retain the function of their ancestors.A variety of computational methods have been developed for taking genomic context into account during orthology prediction.
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